I think that one day we will look back upon the last couple of decades and say that without a
doubt those were the best years for humanity in terms of lifestyle, safety and security here in
Canada and in other developed economies. It would seem doubtful that humans will solve the
issue of climate change. Canada, in an effort to lead by example, looks to create an economic
shift in our economy in order to reduce our 1.8 % percent of global emissions. The outcomes
from Paris suggest China will double their emissions by 2030 and India will triple theirs.
Currently the carbon tax being proposed by the Federal Government is $15 tonne. That number
needs to be somewhere around $160 tonne to reach the stated targets.
Peter Foster writes in the Financial Post on Feb 18, 2016 titled Naomi Klein stars in ‘This
Misrepresents Everything’ : …..Klein’s documentary This Changes Everything, which will air on
CBC - “Can I be honest with you?” Klein asks at the beginning of this very dishonest film. “I’ve
always kind of hated films about climate change … Is it really possible to be bored by the end of
the world?”
No, Naomi, but it is possible to be bored by people who prattle incessantly that the end of the
world is imminent when it isn’t, and who want to end the best world we’ve ever had.
We, as the CAGC, track social media metrics for not only our feeds but for all feeds across the
Industry Associations and specific industry focused websites. The numbers are interesting in
terms of how difficult it is for the Industry to gain traction. Most feeds have somewhere between
500 and 1000 followers. Bigger ones include CAPP with 4,000 Facebook Likes; 38,000 Twitter
Followers and 3,500 LinkedIn Followers. Their campaign Energy Citizens has 66,000 Facebook
Likes and 5,600 Twitter Followers. Even Cody Battershill’s Canada Action – I love OilSands
only has 26,000 Facebook Likes and 17,000 Twitter Followers. Given we are a country of more
than some 33 million, we actually touch a very small portion with our media.
The CAODC are launching their own campaign called Oil Respect.
Why Oil Respect Might Just Work by Bill Whitelaw, CEO, JuneWarren-Nickle's Energy
Group, February 22, 2016
Picture this: a stone tossed into a pond.
It creates on the water's surface an impact that displays as ever-widening circles radiating
outward. Each successive concentric circle is wider than its predecessor.
It's a good metaphor for a Canadian economy increasingly stressed by the impacts of low
commodity prices; each circle has its own identifiable characteristics of economic impairment.
And the outer circle is now almost unimaginably large and it's dawning on ordinary Canadians
that an energy sector in the tank does no one any good.
Now, in your mind's eye, replace the stone with a drill bit and imagine it tossed into the troubled
waters that is the Canadian economy.

The drill bit is another useful metaphor: how many of them are turning, or not, in a very real
way defines Canada's economic momentum. In the context of the bit-in-a-pond allusion, the
concentric circle can be understood to represent impacts on Canadians as they ripple outward.
The drill bit is also usefully symbolic in that it represents Oil Respect, a timely and impactful
awareness campaign launched last week by the companies whose bits hit the ground to produce
the resource wealth that defines Canada.
The Canadian Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors (CAODC) is the industry group
representing Canada's drilling companies, large and small.
They're the firms whose rigs and personnel execute the development strategies on behalf of
Canada's oil and gas companies.
They're also the companies whose staff members and share values are among the first in a
complex and lengthy value chain to take it in the chin when industry activity slams to a halt.
Only a quarter of Canada's rigs are working.
Understandably, the drillers have had enough.
Hence Oil Respect.
There are many awareness campaigns out there. Almost too many in terms of potentially crossed
signals. But Oil Respect goes to the real root of the problem: the reality that 100,000 Canadians
are walking the unemployment lines as a consequence of low petroleum prices. Lives are in
tatters. Dreams are broken. And it doesn't matter if the number is 98,000 or 105,000, the facts on
the ground are real.
Oil Respect is about those facts.
That people matter.
One of our industry's problems is that we tend to blame "other" ordinary Canadians; those who
are not of the sector, for not understanding "how things really work."
Oil Respect aims to show sector workers are just as ordinary as anyone.
Such campaigns also aim at politicians, and while it's true most men and women in office are
functionally illiterate when it comes to matters of energy, nothing to date has sufficiently
politicized the industry's current distress to produce much beyond bromides and platitudes.
Oil Respect just might work. Those unemployed are voters. And so are their friends and families.
The other reality is we haven't done a terribly good job franchising our own remaining
employees with the means to have a conversation with the friends and neighbours — those not of

the sector — about how the sector hangs together and produces the economic benefits that
Canadians enjoy. Their voices matter too.
That's why every senior leader, operating and service company alike, should get behind Oil
Respect.
The drillers took a stance.
Let's put the industry's collective weight behind the program. Buy the T-shirts. Distribute the
bumper stickers. Tell your staff to do the same. Tell them to tell their friends. And have their
friends talk to their friends.
Go to http://www.oilrespect.ca/. Click the links. Put the links on your websites. Drive traffic.
Take social media to those so fond of using it against the sector.
Sign the petition to have a day in February 2017 declared a day to recognize workers. Sign the
second petition to push for pipeline support.
Make the difference.
In some distant time and space in order for our civilization to survive it must be ready for one of
two “major policy changes”: inequality must be “greatly reduced” or population growth must be
“strictly controlled.” Currently we are a long ways from either.
From the Thursday Files
In the end, we'll all become stories.
- Margaret Atwood

